
 
 
June 11, 2012  
What Is Right 
 
The Cobell Settlement means $5000 dollars per enrolled member of the Spirit 
Lake Nation Tribe. It's only right that every Indian get a check in this amount, 
given that it is a pittance of what is owed, and that is all there is in this 
settlement.   
 
This represents a life's work on behalf of Indian People, who, for over 100 years, 
have been getting ripped off by the resource extraction corporations that have 
used and abused the BIA and Dept. Of Interior practices of treating Indians like 
retarded children, unable to manage their own affairs, discrediting their 
complaints of unfairness, easily dismissed by the courts who never listened, 
never cared, and allowed the abuses to continue, unobstructed, as they also do 
to this day.  
 
The Cobell Ruling is, at its utmost, a minor fine. And it is paid by the US 
Government, not by the Oil Companies who had been screwing over the Indians 
on Royalty payments, for over $600 Billion.  The Indians got screwed, the 
Taxpayers got screwed, and the Oil Companies never missed a beat.  Consider it 
another mess by the Oil Companies that the Taxpayers have had to clean up.  
 
Indians got robbed the most, paid a fraction.  
 
And now, a check is in the mail...  
 
Uhhh... no.  
 
What is Left 
 
The Government, in particular the Department of the Interior which advised the 
Justice Department on how this lump sum payment should be distributed, 
recommended that instead of each Individual Indian getting a check (Get to know 
your "Individual Indians"), they would instead, give the grand total to the Tribal 
Leaders, trusting that the Tribal Leaders will, of course, distribute the funds to 
each enrolled member.  
 
Sure. Like the Casino money, or any of the government funds, grants and loans; 
millions of dollars every year to each tribe, in lump sums, never audited, never 
tracked, in the hands of the Tribal Leaders.  In the case of the Spirit Lake Tribal 
Leaders: the most blatantly corrupt and abusive in decades.  
 
Naturally, the people will never see a dime of this money. It will be wisely 
invested into the "Programs" such as Tribal Social Services, which needs to 
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make up a shortfall, since they got caught embezzling funds for over a decade 
(We would like to thank the FBI for gathering files and proof of a multitude of 
crimes-- and then ignoring them all; Thank the State and Federal Agencies who 
also found evidence of criminal wrong-doing, but labeled it as "Paperwork 
errors", pick up your trophies at the casino, or in your private mailbox at the end 
of the month. We now resume our regularly scheduled rant.) And the cut off of 
funds have left a lot of drug addicted, gambling addicts, without their fix. This 
windfall of millions, comes just in time.  
 
Remember when Kevin Brownshield splurged just before leaving TSS? He took 
his girlfriend, Jan Adams, to the Rodeo in Las Vegas? They had a great time. It 
was a luxury trip, First Class Travel, Luxury Accommodations, and line of credit 
(Paid for by the Tribe) at the tables, up to $100,000. (To his Credit, Carl 
Walkingeagle, Tribal Councilor, ran up more than half a million in table 'fees' on 
some of his 'conference trips'... so Kevin was a lightweight).  He and Jan had a 
really romantic week.  
 
He wanted her to have the best time because he was going to break up with her 
and go back to his wife in New Mexico.  The wife patiently waited for him to 'get it 
over with', and it was worth it to her, because he brought in more than four 
suitcases filled with cash, and has even more stashed in bank accounts under 
different business names.  
 
Naturally, that left TSS 'short of funds'.  Dennis Meier could have reported him, 
but never did. Not once.  
 
So, the Cobell Cash will be going into programs, like the TSS accounts, so 
Dennis and the band of crooks he has working with him, can, ... relax.  
 
Or, there will be a big fight for the cash and the Tribal Council will want it to all go 
into the General Fund so that they can just divide it up amongst themselves.  
 
Duane had his daughter-in-law, Barbara, acting as Secretary-Treasurer. She 
never showed up for work, (gets paid overtime), has a for shit attitude, but also 
won the election because she ran against April St. Pierre Longie, the chain-
smoking has been, wannabe a tough biker chick. There was an honest, hard-
working man in the race, so I hear... but no one supported him.  
 
There are no laws that bother them. They get away with murders that are 
reduced to "Child Endangerment", baby stealing, child trafficking to known 
pedophiles, reduced to paperwork errors-- (so they no longer fill out any 
paperwork-- and the State never checks. Not even after the rapes, the murders 
and the suicides... the State and the BIA never, ever, look. Paperwork) 
 
So, that is basically what is left for you all. Maybe, as compensation, Barbara 
Jackson will let you watch her write checks to the Tribal Council for 'Travel 
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Expenses'. That should be thrilling. Let's count Zeroes, shall we? 
 
I think this one reader sums it up for most of you: 
 

From the Rez: 
 
So the Spirit Lake Sioux Tribe has been awarded 7 million dollars. 
 
That is for the "WHOLE TRIBE". Not just a select few. That is about $5 
grand each.  
 
That is not so we can listen to the same old bullshit song which is titled 
"This money will be put into programs".  We're sick and tired of that song.   
It's old and worn out. We have a casino and all but a lousy 500 bucks a 
year goes into bullshit "programs".  
 
No programs........please. Let us each individually finally enjoy what is 
rightfully ours. Just like in the 1960's when each of us enjoyed our per-
capitas. We all enjoyed it. Phukk the tribal council trips to Vegas.  
 
We don't want that 'program". Or any other garbage "program". We want 
"our" money. To do what "we" want with it! it does not belong to the tribal 
council. It belongs to all of us. If somebody wants to go to Vegas with their 
$5 grand, then let them. 
 
If somebody wants to buy groceries,t hen let them. But please............NO 
"programs". And that's because NOBODY, and I do mean "NOBODY" 
ever benefits from programs, except a select few, while the rest suffer. 
 
Why don't we "ALL" take a vote. 5 or 6 people want "programs" while the 
other 6000 want what belongs to them. As a matter of fact, we got 1/2  of 
the Ronin money a few years back........How about if you use the other 1/2 
of the Ronin money for your "programs"? Because I ain't seen one red 
cent of the other half of the Ronin money.  With interest, that must be 
almost quadruple what the other half was!     
 
You show me where the other half of the Ronin money is, and  I'll say 
"give it to us " !  Or I'll tell you where the other half of the Ronin money is, 
and that is the reason why I don't want any of this money to go into 
"Programs"!...........thank you, but............" NO THANK YOU".       
 
No programs, no programs, no programs, no programs !!!!  no, no no no 
no!!! For the sake of my entire Spirit Lake Sioux Tribe...........no programs 
!!!!   Not this time !! 
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We all know what they are going to do. They are going to take it for themselves. 
And people will smile up at them, and they will have friends, and the Tribe will 
just watch as the graveyard fills up with children, and the Tribal Council, and the 
Illegal Chairman, and his family, the corrupt will all drive around in brand new, 
very expensive vehicles, wear nice clothes, travel First Class, while the rest of 
you, the most of you, cannot even feed your families, or get decent clothes for 
your children.  
 
But unless we all learn to come together, and remember who we are, and stand 
up against this evil; it will only grow. 
 
Don't expect results overnight, or even over a year or two. It has been this way 
for a very long time and it will take a long time for it to be rooted out and 
overcome. For that, you all must get stronger, support each other, shun those 
who feed the evil, and shun those who commit the evil.  
 
The more we are all united, committed against this evil, the more we can win. We 
will not all see the day when this war is won. Few of us ever will. But you can 
teach it to your children, and they can teach it to theirs, and this fight can go on, 
until the day comes, when corruption has no place in Spirit Lake.  
 
Don't give up. Don't get discouraged. Do it because it is the Right thing to do. Not 
the easiest thing to do, but the right thing to do. Better get on that right away, 
there's not a lot of time left to decide to commit to doing what is right... and the 
children are suffering.  
 
Even in you can't win, you can't stop, if you know that what you are doing is what 
you have to do, because it is right.  
 
The children are watching. Show them. 
 
You know where to find me.  
 
~Cat 


